TAPS WG Meeting
Jan 29, 2021
Webex, 1100-1300 ET

Attendees:
- Aaron Falk, Akamai
- Max Franke, TU Berlin
- Tommy Pauly, Apple
- Martin Duke, F5
- Philipp S. Tiesel, SAP SE
- Michael Welzl, University of Oslo
- Anna Brunstrom, Karlstad University
- Kyle Rose, Akamai
- Theresa Enghardt, Netflix
- Sean Turner, sn3rd
- Mirja Kühlewind, Ericsson
- Colin Perkins, University of Glasgow
- Gorry Fairhurst, University of Aberdeen, UK
- Zaheduzzaman Sarker, Ericsson

Links:
Etherpad: https://etherpad.ietf.org/p/taps-interim-jan-2021
Github Issues https://github.com/ietf-tapswg/api-drafts/issues
Github PRs https://github.com/ietf-tapswg/api-drafts/pulls

Notes from today
- Focus on closing out PRs on API today, then publish and WGLC
- Next meeting survey (+1 if you can attend):
  - Feb 19: +1 +1 +1 +1+1+1+1
  - Feb 26: +1 +1 +0.5 +1 +0.5 +1+1+1+1
  - Decision: Feb 26, usual time
- Heads-up: TAPS needs a new co-chair, Theresa is considering the role

Notes from Dec:
- Brian will do an in-depth review of the implementation draft (not complete)
- Republish API draft before next interim, should include Tommy’s PR on connection close, Kyle’s 1 line PR, and #658 (not complete)
- Expect to go to WGLC on API when published (didn't happen, stick with plan)
• Chairs will close WGLC on arch (Issue #721 text will cause a new rev post-WGLC) (not complete, mea culpa)
• Brian will write a blog post for APNIC + IETF blog based on TSVAREA presentation on TAPS
• Aaron will send meeting notice for Jan 15 interim (oopsie)